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Abstract

Educational institutions’ role is not limited to technology’s progression or improvement in their social and economic values but also is to teach the lesson of harmony, humbleness, tolerance, equality, and justice. Educational institutions are not merely building individuals to strengthen society and eradicate the negativities but also to build a peaceful society. Pakistan’s educational system is a complex one that does not merely involve government and private schools; there are also many registered or unregistered madrasas. Lack of regulation of the curriculum and monitoring of the activities of madrasas is a matter of concern. Terrorism, too, is linked to such madrasas, which contradicts and nullifies educational institutions’ purpose and aim of building a peaceful society. The study applied the functionalism theoretical assumptions and employed Qualitative Document Analysis (QDA) based on the previous studies review of literature on educational institutions’ role in building peaceful societies to figure out the gap and develop new findings. The study suggests committing the national educational system, with it, the school and its teachers so that from their work, they contribute towards building peace in society.
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1. Introduction

It has been widely recognized that peace and co-existence are critical for the sustainable growth and development of current and future generations. Furthermore, the education system is considered to be a vital element in building peaceful societies. The idea is to educate young children and young people about social integration, inclusion, prevention of discrimination, and addressing differences and conflicts without a culture of violence (Tibbitts, 2020). Ghosh et al. (2017) argue that logically education alone will not end wars or the deep causes of other types of violent conflicts in the world. Nevertheless, it is a path within reach of all that, with an adequate orientation, would allow societies to achieve peace. In the reorientation of the human race, the young generation is a clear hope towards principles of co-existence and respect for life. Gross & Davies (2015) pedagogue and researcher of the theme of peace in the schools, propose to reconstruct the organizational culture of education in order to allow young citizens to understand and interpret reality and realize a critical reading of the world that makes it possible an education towards commitment and action and in favour of social justice and equity. However, these new guidelines bring tension between the old and the new in education, which increases due to the new dimensions such as teaching for peace deal with allusive aspects.
of teaching and the development of attitudes, hopes, fears, beliefs, frustrations, and dreams.

Milton & Barakat, (2016), posited that the educational system for peace is based on exploring conditions and values among young people, enabling the expression of their ideas without fear of the previous generation’s negative criticism. In this sense, the new methodologies change the way of seeing the students, since now they are perceived as active subjects who have the same rights of expression as educators and are at the same level of communication. In this same line of research, the contributions of researchers in peace and education such as Novelli et al., (2015) are valuable who argued that current educators must have adequate interpersonal relationships with learners, based on affection and respect, since the direction of authority should not be vertical but horizontal.

Similarly, a positive approach of Education for Peace is to make known that human beings are not violent by nature, and that the roots of violence are related more to psychological and social variables than to genetic links. As a support for this approach, there appears the development of humanistic theories in education, which have the confidence that the individual can change future generations and is not condemned to perpetrate violence for biological reasons (Reardon & Snaauwaert, 2015b). This study leaves an open window in the formation of subjects in favour of the culture of peace, a space used in socio-pedagogical sciences. Therefore, efforts must be made to create school curricula that affirm that all students have an innate capacity to grow, learn, and fully develop. One of the most important roles of this new formation is to help explore and create conditions through which such growth can flourish at the human level (Gallagher, 2016).

1.1. The Concept of Peace

This conception of peace is similar to the concept of harmony, is the form of interdependence and cooperation between people in scenarios of justice, and non-violence is defined. Other ways of conceiving the conflict as an opportunity are through a positive change in handling conflicts and building respectful relationships with the other, and recognizing the different forms of violence (individual, social and political) (Tomar & Hemlatta, 2016). Furthermore, peace also relates to the individual and collective experiences of violence in the present and the future’s fear. These statements make it possible to infer that political, ethical, and civic formation should focus on developing in children and adolescents their capacities and possibilities to be worthy by themselves, respectful and careful with other forms of human and non-human life, and deeply responsible for the construction of a more democratic, peaceful, fair and inclusive country. Also, there must be a transformation of social perceptions about peace and non-violent ways of resolving conflicts (Adonteng-Kissi et al., 2019).

The political, ethical, and civic formation for the construction of peace affects the modes of pedagogical intervention that teachers carry out in their classrooms and the different scenarios of educational institutions in such a way that the formative intentionality of building peace and co-existence permeate the pedagogical practices in order to be affected and transformed towards the concretion of more democratic, participatory, inclusive and highly cooperative scenarios in the construction of knowledge (Zelizer, 2015). This finding is related to the approach of Zembylas et al., (2016), specifically in the statement according to which every educator in the framework of peace must consider the philosophical principles on which the pedagogical practice exercises, which leads him to reflect on it from the impact that this can have in the transformation of culture.
The consolidation of favourable attitudes to peace and co-existence is largely defined by developing political, ethical, and citizen capacities that human beings empower when faced with having to live with others belonging to their same political community of reference (Novelli et al., 2017). This idea is related to the proposal of (Ilesanmi, 2018), who proposes the building of citizen competencies to transform them towards peaceful co-existence. Understanding competencies that facilitate such as transformation allows articulating the academic and knowledge formation with comprehensive integral development. It should cover cultural and social elements to develop skills that solve changing contexts (Pugh et al., 2016). This transformative intention of society and culture through citizen competencies (which involve participation, peaceful co-existence, and pluralism) can be developed as the school is a legitimate social institution. However, achieving these purposes is the educational community’s task in general; otherwise, it would be reduced to classroom work, and political education for peace is not exhausted in such scenarios. Social and community initiatives are also involved (Bajaj, 2015).

1.2. Education and Peace

Within the framework of morality, there is a considerable field for such exploration. Education for peace plays an important role in developing awareness in perspective and understanding the world through value systems and ideologies. Schools will need to take on this task with energy and determination, to devote more time to such explorations than ever before, as students struggle to make sense of a world characterized by threat and uncertainty (Skovdal & Campbell, 2015). Following this view, it is important to propitiate the correct spaces and times for students to manage their internal conflicts and confront the ideas and concerns of their society to make them feel free to communicate what they think and feel. In this way, they can assume the main actors’ role in humanity’s future (Reardon & Snauwaert, 2015b). These new guidelines in the training process directly take up aspects of the theory of education for peace, in terms of its essentially holistic approach, raised by the researcher in education for peace such as (Novelli et al., 2017), who clarifies that much attention should be paid both to the development of learners’ feelings and their cognitive abilities; therefore the expression of feelings in the classroom begins to play an important role in teachers and students. Fortunately, many teachers want to reflect on their humanitarian activities in the classroom to improve learning processes with their students. When these people manage to carry out self-training projects on socio-affective issues in their institutions, it increases their interest in providing spaces for students to freely express their emotions.

Nevertheless, for decades, Pakistan has been facing the biggest challenge of terrorism and extremism, consequently affecting all walks of life, including educational institutions. Therefore, the need to investigate educational institutions’ active part in promoting education for peace is the call for every academic professional. This study’s primary motivation is to use educational institutions as a forum to investigate the causes and consequences of extremism, bring about positive change in societal thought and mindset, convincing global societies that violence is not an inherent ingredient of Pakistani society and that all contributing factors must be investigated. This study is aimed to conduct a comprehensive review of the literature. The focus of the review is to analyse the role of educational institutions in building a peaceful society. A significant amount of research indicates that educational institutions such as schools directly impact the development of children and the development of citizenship in children and young people. They can affect their perceptions of individual and collective identities. Furthermore, educational institutions also shape the perceptions of youth regarding social and
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ethical norms and principles. These impacts shape the behaviour and attitude of youth towards society. The review is based on the rationale that there is a need to analyse educational institutions’ role in developing and shaping society’s orientation towards peace and conflict. This study focuses on high-quality and latest literature to analyse educational institutions’ role in developing a peaceful society. The study begins with a brief review of the literature, followed by a description of the review’s methodological structure. The study then presents the results in the form of a narrative, followed by a brief set of conclusions.

2. Research Methodology

As mentioned earlier, this research is based on a literature review and is thus categorized as a qualitative inquiry. Within the context of a philosophical position, the researcher has decided to take an interpretivism epistemological position. This choice is based on the fact that the study aims to analyse educational institutions’ role in building a peaceful society, which is a subjective phenomenon by nature, and thus interpretivism is more suitable for this study (Bryman, 2016). Within this context, the study has conducted a qualitative method. The qualitative method is more suitable for a subjective phenomenon as it enables the gathering and analysis of rich and detailed data for research purposes researcher (Rubin & Babbie, 2016). Furthermore, inductive reasoning was chosen as a research approach in this study. The inductive approach requires the researcher to explore patterns and generalities and develop theoretical foundations. This study used an inductive approach because it allowed the researcher to generalize the review (Silverman, 2016) and provided information specifically within the research question.

Furthermore, this study is based on secondary data only. The secondary data has been chosen because it is more time-efficient and cost-effective as compared to primary data. Typical secondary data research sources included articles published in academic journals and reports published by the government, international bodies, news agencies, and educational institutions. However, secondary data-based research methods are vulnerable to publication bias, such as government publications’ political bias and low methodological rigor of other actors (Taylor et al., 2015). To overcome these weaknesses, the study must only collect data from research articles published in high-quality and authentic academic journals. The articles are published after careful analyses and editions, and therefore methodological rigor of the articles is considered to be higher than other secondary data sources.

3. Education and Peaceful Society

The construction of peace is a formative purpose when educational institutions work for healthy co-existence and peaceful resolution. It is also a social and political conquest that involves various sectors, including economic, political, State, and education, while demanding a more detailed historical analysis of the conditions that create persistent conflicts and violence and hinder peaceful society, justice, and equity (Goren & Yemini, 2017). The construction of peace has gained greater interest from various actors (State, civil society, the international community, armed forces), interested in finding a political resolution to the armed conflict (Ball, 2016). From this perspective, building peace requires confronting the accumulation of traumas and damages (individual as well as collective, direct and indirect) that manifest themselves in symptoms of indifference, skepticism, depression, distrust, fear, pain, anger, and hatred. Faced with the trauma, historical memory must be established, the fractured social structure and the everyday trusts restored, and promote restitution and individual and collective
transformative reparations (Gadotti, 2008).

Achieving peacebuilding achievements is directly linked to civil society’s political strengthening to organize and contribute to positioning peace as a national public priority and of interest to all citizens. This social goal is also achieved with all sectors’ involvement, such as education, to develop attitudes, beliefs, values, and behaviours. Furthermore, religious actors must also identify the victims’ pain and their assistance until the social fabric is repaired (Chandler, 2015). The business community also has a role in proposing strategies to assume the costs of peacebuilding, investing time and resources in strengthening institutions, in the organization of communities, improving local governance, supporting education programs, employment, and peaceful resolution of conflicts (Hon-Chan, 2017). At the same time, achieving peace is achieved by recognizing the cooperative work of both gender and ethnic movements, finally identifying local and regional peace initiatives’ potential to promote political participation and the social and community organization required in the constitution (Kenworthy et al., 2016).

3.1. Co-existence: Peace is not the Absence of Conflict

According to the research reviewed, it is possible to identify three main streams regarding peacebuilding and education for peace. The first of them is co-existence. Co-existence refers to the need to understand that the construction of peace is not the absence of conflict (Fontana, 2016). On the contrary, it is assumed that conflict is inherent to the relationships between human beings and, therefore, is a fundamental element to rethink peace and the various ways in which human beings resolve it under non-violent strategies, such as the creation of educational environments of healthy co-existence and recognition of diversity and difference (Goren & Yemini, 2017). To this end, the relationship between peacebuilding and historical memory is proposed through museums’ proposal as educational scenarios for peace. Also, this pedagogical approach of co-existence and peace is a transcendental element to carefully study the social and cultural structures that mainly cause conflicts and, in this way, avoid any emergence (or re-emergence) of violence (Bajaj, 2015).

3.2. The Notion of State and National Identity

The second stream of research is focused on developing national identity and the concept of State. There is a direct relationship between the construction of peace and the strengthening of an idea of State. In light of this relationship, it is understood as an institution that must create and guarantee peace conditions (Bajaj, 2015). According to Davies, 2016, peace is a right and a duty of mandatory compliance in almost all constitutions. It is understood as a duty insofar as it involves all citizens from its most formal aspect, related to the State and its institutions, to the most emergent, related to the social and civil society demands, which over time it becomes increasingly urgent and implies that different sectors and citizens must create the conditions to guarantee a sense of sustainable peace.

The educational institutions must pursue the objective of developing a concept of State and national identity in their students. The purpose is to integrate the collective identity. With love and dedication to a national identity, young people can accept the ideas of co-existence. In other words, they tend to prioritize national identity over regional, ethnic, religious, and racial identity, among others (Kenworthy et al., 2016). Conflicts often emerge due to differences in social and ethical norms and principles. The social and ethical norms and principles are almost
always based on religious, racial, ethnic, and regional backgrounds and identities. A national identity propagates the idea that people with different cultures and religions having different values and ethics can co-exist along with their conflicts and differences in an environment of peace and stability (Goren & Yemini, 2016).

3.3. Culture: Peace versus Violence

The third stream of this research is focused on promoting a culture of peace while opposing the culture of violence. There is a significant relationship between the construction of peace and the transformation of a culture of violence towards the consolidation of a peace culture (Gadotti, 2008). Goren & Yemini, 2017, states that education for peace has the difficult task of transforming the habits through which the absence of peace and violence and war are naturalized as political means of resolution of the conflictive situations. According to Fontana, 2016, opportunities to increase peace depend on people learning to recognize their relevant imagination of peace. From this notion, education for peace contributes to promoting values, attitudes, knowledge, skills, beliefs, attributes, and practices based on values of peace, non-discrimination, and human dignity. In this sense, education for peace enables a peaceful behaviour and non-violent solutions to the conflicts in the social relations and in the violent and war contexts.

Therefore, education and the school have the challenge of building peace in violent scenarios. For such effects, an aspect that shines to the extent that it seeks to inquire about education for peace is the methodologies that promote dialogues, transmit knowledge, and provide peace spaces (Skovdal & Campbell, 2015). According to Chandler, 2015, both conventional methods based on the transmission of content and alternative methods based on teaching to the student are necessary to promote the acquisition of knowledge and skills for the conflicts’ peaceful solution. For its part, Reardon & Snauwaert, (2015a) states that education for peace is concerned with integrated and holistic strategies guided by the concept of peace, through which seeks to promote different forms of constructive dialogue for peace and the transformation of conflicts, which means helping to train both in the group and individual skills. (Ball, 2016), conclude that education for peace and formal or normal education is different both in intentions and practice. An example of this evident tension is how the teacher is conceived: as a facilitator who enhances his students’ autonomy and responsibility (case of education for peace) or as a controller who intends to discipline and order them (case of formal or normal education).

4. Political Function of Schools

Another important theme in research related to education and peacebuilding is the pedagogical methods. Skovdal & Campbell, (2015), relativizes the idea according to which one pedagogical method is superior or inferior to another. The study establishes that the possible faults in the pedagogical methods are a consequence of the social context or “the enveloping social structure.” In this sense, the analysis of pedagogical practice must consider the social nature of pedagogy and the various factors that go through social reality (Senehi, 2015). Bajaj, (2015), raises the need for contextualization depending on the type of conflict. Hence, it is emphasized that education for peace has been linked to the problems that arise from the political contexts (social conflicts, armed conflicts, wars), particularly to the countries. In this way, the themes that are related depend to a large extent on the degree of incidence that the values and ideologies that at such and such a time are promoted have, of who have been constituted as the social movements that have developed or promoted public agenda, and of the social representations.
and perceptions that shape the interactions between individuals.

As for the school’s political function, their role is crossed by socio-political categories framed beyond the educational context. (Zembylas et al., 2016), affirms that not to run the risk of revictimizing and perpetrating structural exclusion towards women or towards those who have historically been marginalized, it is imperative to empower these populations and expose the exclusions and other social injustices they have been the subject. This purpose of peacebuilding is coherent with what (Pugh et al., 2016) states, which posits that political education should not only emphasize how students learn to identify the symptoms of social problems and their possible causes but also how to get involved in the development of proposals that overcome the effects of the exclusion of large sectors of the population.

Based on these statements, it could be inferred that one of the political functions of the educational institution is to generate cultural and social transformations favourable to the consolidation of peace practices and values, representations of equality and justice, inclusion, good living, and democracy. For this educational purpose, a possible strategy is for girls, boys, and young people to learn about the history of the country, accurately identify the implications that structural violence has brought on the living conditions of citizens and discuss social challenges, economic, cultural, and political of what it means to learn to live together in a nation that calls itself a social State of law (Gallagher, 2016).

This is how the school has a comprehensive work of the problems faced by its members and a transforming work of culture and society. Some experts have identified that education is a powerful tool for these transforming effects, and without which, the developments in the culture, science, and technology of a country could not occur (Milton & Barakat, 2016). Novelli et al., 2017), on the other hand, from a psychological and philosophical point of view, establishes that the school contributes to developing the abilities of the students so that they learn to see the world from the perspective of the other and to understand the fundamentals that result in cooperation and reciprocity for the construction of peace. From this perspective, the school must reflect with special care on how social interactions are fostered and strengthened in the function of good living and human flourishing. Complementarily, it must create spaces to discuss and propose strategies conducive to establishing democratic and inclusive relations and formalizing deeply democratic procedures, based on criteria of justice, care, and recognition, and committed to promoting rights (Zelizer, 2015).

Given these mentions of the school’s political function, the construction of peace and co-existence in educational institutions constitutes an educational intention not only possible and executable but also of a transcendental nature for a country (Hon-Chan, 2017). In this sense, the notion according to which the school, transformation of practices, discourses, and teaching methods to construct peace scenarios, contributes to the development of attitudes, values, is configured in the knowledge and political practices (Goren & Yemini, 2017). As mentioned earlier, to strengthen democracy, the citizen-political exercise and the practices of concertation of conflicts, based on reflections and discussions about the moral correlations that underlie all political practice (Adonteng-Kissi et al., 2019).

General exploration of empirical research within the school’s political function framework presents a favourable panorama to provide different points of articulation of this article. However, at the same time, they allow us to find a theoretical locus of analysis from the reflection of the transformation of pedagogical practices (Bajaj, 2015). In the literature
reviewed, it is possible to infer that the various school peacebuilding initiatives emphasize primarily aspects related to the configuration of political subjectivities and perceptions, the development of political capacities (attitudes, values, and knowledge), the understanding of conflict, and school aggression (Kenworthy et al., 2016). They propose a fundamental political commitment to guarantee to girls, boys, and adolescents the recognition and legitimacy in their words, in such a way that they are taken into account as a fundamental part of decision-making, the development of their own human potential the building a joint basic trust. Some strategies are articulated to the meaning of normative deliberation, discussing problems that affect the interaction between human beings and between them and the environment and the relationship between memory and peacebuilding.

From a disciplinary approach about co-existence and peace in school, it is investigated by the information about what should be known and done by children and adolescents, describing the factors, emotions, conditions, attitudes, and aggressive behaviours that form a violent school environment as justification for any pedagogical intervention (Gadotti, 2008). Another group of research focuses on pedagogical practices and initiatives that teachers raise to promote social inclusion and create alternative learning environments in which children and adolescents are diverse in their cognition, sexual orientation, and gender. They can receive a quality education in their ethnicity without being discriminated against (Reardon & Snauwaert, 2015a).

Regarding the limitations in the consolidation of a political function to build peace, studies illustrate the restrictions of education as it does not address in a particular way the challenges related to the inclusion of girls, boys, and adolescents with disabilities, violated or with special educational needs or belonging to marginalized communities (Goren & Yemini, 2017). Other research emphasizes characterizing school violence by identifying factors associated with aggression, such as school climate, aggressive attitudes, and related forms. However, many of the investigations are more descriptive than analytical of the categories of school aggression and violence (Skovdal & Campbell, 2015). In a complementary manner, these investigations present a broad panorama in terms of participatory methodologies for the design of training proposals; perform multivariate analyses of understanding of aggression and violence within the school, and propose articulations of peacebuilding with pedagogical alternatives of the transformation of values, attitudes, and forms of negotiation of conflicts (Power, 2015).

The study indicates the various challenges facing construction for peace and education for peace. In particular, the research exposes the challenges that the school must face, from which a question arises as to how to restructure to confront the impacts of violence (Gross & Davies, 2015), especially when mass culture gradually weakens its cultural monopoly. It ceases to be a regular order to become a professional bureaucracy (Ghosh et al., 2017), and when teachers are expected to promote more democratic attitudes in hierarchical institutional structures.

5. Conclusion

Based on this research’s findings, it is possible to deduce that any peacebuilding process is intrinsically related to a political subject’s constitution and the strengthening of girls and young people’s citizen exercise. This approach is coherent with the approaches of (Van Ommering, 2015), specifically when he states that peace studies have focused more on borders, more on the margins than in the very centre of the disciplines. At the same time, peace is conceived as a dialectical issue, in which participation (active, collective, and individual) is transcendental, which allows us to establish that it is possible to think about the links between the construction
of peace and the public virtues for peace. With the ethical and moral formation of citizenship, elements are offered to rethink peace not only as a right and a duty but also as an ethical and moral demand that requires the creation of conditions for human beings in their different distinctions of what real can co-exist without having to devastate each other. This approach is related to peace, which means learning to live in the conflict constructively, not necessarily the absence of armed conflict or war. In short, peace is a social construction that increasingly demands all citizens’ co-responsibility linked to a political community. It is a conquest to be achieved, which involves different actors, sectors, and institutions. It commits the national educational system and, with it, the school and its teachers, so that from their work, they contribute to the development of the country from an ethical, political, and integral, and sustainable human development perspective.

The construction of peace is an educational project of dignification and humanization of citizens, which aims to contribute to social justice, recognize diversity and plurality as children and young people are subjects of their development, valid interlocutors before the instances of power, and subjects of rights and duties. Additionally, the construction of peace is a political commitment that positions citizens as human beings who are constantly seeking to be worthy of themselves and as citizens who regulate their actions by reading rights. Hence, a peacebuilding proposal from the school must necessarily be related to the development of political, ethical, and citizen capacities and the creation of institutional conditions that favour the encounter with the other under conditions of recognition, dignity, and care. A school that works hard to avoid humiliation, counteract violence, and promote the denunciation of the violation of rights. This implies recognizing the other as a subject of care and compassion, a subject of rights and duties, and a contributor to collective social achievement.

The construction of peace is motivated ethically and morally towards the configuration of humanity’s project and, therefore, is oriented to human flourishing. The varied faces of humanity are there to interpolate each other and mobilize non-violent forms of co-existence. Cultivating humanity, precisely, is related to these issues. We all know that we continually confront each other from a simple and superficial reading of our selfishness, but the challenge is not there. The greatest challenge is recognizing humanity’s features that lead us to create conditions of living in plurality. This means making explicit the desire and preparing to build collegiate desires, common and deeply respectful of the particularity of each human being and how in the exercise of their freedom impels us to expand the comprehensive frameworks of regulation of interaction so that these in their application avoid humiliation, injustice, and inequality. This means learning to live in plurality. Generating learning from this ethical principle is the condition of all political life.
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